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Hawaii Man Accused Of Heading "Largest Human Trafficking Case In US 
History." The Hawaii Reporter  (7/6) reports, "Mordechai Orian, head of Global Horizons Manpower Company, is 
accused of heading up what the FBI has called the 'largest human trafficking case in US history.' He and 7 others are 
charged with trafficking Thai workers to America, including the state of Hawaii." Orian maintains that he is innocent. 

Family Of Slain Border Agent Seeks Prosecution Of Gun Runners, Not ATF 
Officials. The Hill  (7/5, Yager) reports, "The family of a slain federal agent is pushing for the government to indict 
and prosecute all of the criminals involved in trafficking and using the guns involved in his death." Border Patrol Agent 
Brian Terry's cousin, Robert Heyer, "told The Hill in an interview that the family is not calling for the criminal 
prosecution of the federal officials, agents, and officers who may have been involved in the Fast and Furious 
operation. 'Our number one concern right now is the successful prosecution of Brian's murderers,' said Heyer. 'That's 
not to say we don't feel this was a reckless and ill-conceived investigation on the part of ATF. But we're not calling for 
the individuals in ATF and DOJ to be criminally indicted." 

Arizona US Attorney Taking Heat For Gun-Tracking Operation. The Arizona Republic  (7/6, Anglen, 335K) 
reports, "In recent weeks, lawmakers and conservative pundits have blasted US Department of Justice officials over a 
gun-trafficking investigation that put hundreds of rifles and handguns from Arizona into the hands of criminals in 
Mexico. Among those now catching heat is Arizona US Attorney Dennis Burke. His office provided legal guidance to 
the ATF on Fast and Furious. One congressman last month blamed Burke, an Obama appointee, for not trying to halt 
the program in light of the risks." 
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